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Address VOP Consulting & Brokerage Inc. 
Villa Caparra Norte 
00966 Guaynabo

Country Puerto Rico

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
High Quality Fine White Silica Sand from Guyana. Our product is 99.7% silica what makes it very demanded and useful for many industrial purposes.

We can get in our quarries more coarse and also more fine samples. We can as well process our sand in order to get any specification that might be
demanded for different uses from our customers. Contact us to get more details about our silica sand. 
 

High Quality White Fine Silica Sand 99.7% 

Dry Sieve Analyses 

Mesh                  mm                Weight (%)               (% Acum) 
#10                2.00mm             0%                             0,00% 
#18                1.0mm               0,03%                        0,03% 
#35               0.5mm                0,12%                         0,15% 
#50               0.297mm          14,81%                       14,96% 
#60               0.250mm           21,06%                      36,02% 
#80              0.177mm            35,69%                       71,71% 
#120            0.125mm           15,78%                        87,49% 
#170            0.088mm            6,92%                          94,41% 
pan             <0.088mm           5,59%                        100,00% 

Chemical Analysis 

Component                     (%) 
SiO2                            99,70% 
Fe2O3                         0,012% 
Al2O3                           0,02% 
TiO2                              0,012% 
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